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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid”

Library formula
sparks discussion
By SHALANDA HEDRICK
Staff writer
The proposed allocation formula for
Booth Library funding has sparked many
concerns, both good and bad, among
faculty in various departments.
Some departments are concerned
whether the proposed formula would
better distribute library allocations by
using a mathematical formula or if it
would simply take funds away from
certain departments to meet the needs of
others.
Andrew McNitt, chairman of the
political science department, said there are
no benefits of the formula because you
can not make drastic funding gains in
particular departments without hurting
other departments.
“The formula creates a great deal of
animosity between and within

departments,” McNitt said. “It undermines
the existing collection and weakens the
University’s academic offerings in the
areas of traditional strengths.”
The proposed allocation formula would
use six weighted criteria along with
weighted class distinctions (lower, upper
and graduate) in order to determine what
departments are in most need of funding.
By using this formula, the amount of
funding designated to each department
would be mathematically determined
using those variables, rather than be based
on the “historic tradition” of each
department, which is the current
procedure.
According to trial statistics presented in
the Note Booth – a library newsletter for
Eastern faculty – some of the departments
would have gained over 200 percent more
See LIBRARY page 2

Falk returns to Foundation
By CHAD GALLAGHER
Administration editor
Eastern’s Foundation
has hired its former executive officer to a parttime contract to maintain
established relationships
with various Foundation
donors.
Stephen Falk, former
vice president for Institutional Advancement and
Foundation executive officer, has agreed to a temporary part-time contract
with the Foundation,
Eastern’s multi-million

dollar fundraising arm.
“I have deep affection
for Eastern Illinois
University and Coles
County and have pledged
to do everything possible
to continue the positive
momentum of the program
and be a service to the
university community,”
Falk said in a memo to
Bobbie Hilke, Foundation
executive officer.
Foundation Board Vice
President Stanley Rives
said Falk’s return to the
Foundation was requested
by several major donors

who have dealt with Falk.
“The cultivation of
major gifts is a long-term
process and obviously Falk
had ongoing relationships
with donors and potential
donors,” Rives said. “We
simply wanted to maintain
that relationship to do the
best job we can do in
insuring that anyone
giving gifts is not lost sight
of.
“We have had donors
ask that they maintain their
(Foundation) relationship
specifically with Falk,”
See FALK page 2

SHERYL SUE SIDWELL/Associate photo editor

Look mom, I can fly
Michael Bumgardner, a senior business management major, jumps a bench Tuesday
afternoon in front of the Martin Luther King, Jr. University Union with his bike. Fellow
bike jumper, Brian Goudie, a junior graphic design major, watches in the background.

Student fee increase tops Student Senate agenda
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Student government editor
A resolution proposing a $22 student fee
increase for 1996-1997 will be considered
at tonight’s Student Senate meeting.
The senate will meet at 7 p.m. in the
Arcola-Tuscola Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
The resolution, authored by senate
members Jeff Zilch and Bryan Gutraj,
would raise fees by $22, from $391.20 to
$413.20 per semester.
Senate members say students who have
given them feedback concerning the fees
seem to support the increases.
“There’s been a lot of discussion among
senate members,” Senate Speaker Kevin
Piket said. “They’re hopefully going to be
coming back with the input they got from
the students.”
Senate member Deanna Smothers set up
information tables last week in the Union
and residence hall dining services to get
student input on the fee proposals. Since
setting up the tables, about 50 students
have stopped to ask questions about the

BOG to vote on proposed hikes
By CHAD GALLAGHER
Administration editor
Eastern’s proposed fee and tuition
hikes for 1996 are scheduled for a final
vote Thursday at the Board of Governors
September meeting in Springfield.
The BOG will vote on all five BOG
universities’ proposed tuition and fee
raises at 8:30 a.m. Thursday in the Prairie
Room of the Springfield Hilton Hotel.
“I never second guess the board,” BOG
Spokeswoman Michelle Brazell said.
“But I can not remember in the seven
years I’ve been here when the board has
disagreed with an increase that has been

increases.
“I don’t think (students asking about the
increases) are a total representation of the
campus, but we did hear from different
sections of the campus,” Smothers said.

forwarded by the chancellor or acting
chancellor.”
Eastern has proposed a 4.3 percent
increase in tuition, which has been
approved by the Student Senate and is
awaiting BOG approval.
Eastern’s proposed fee increase of $22
per semester for 1996 will also be voted
on by the BOG pending Student Senate
approval tonight.
The senate will vote on proposed fee
hikes at 7 p.m. in the Arcola-Tuscola
Room of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Eastern has proposed raising semester
fees $5 for athletics, $5 for health service,
See BOG page 2
Senate members were required to sit at
the table to inform students about the fee
increase proposals.
The resolution proposes to the senate a
$5 increase in fees for athletics, $5 for

Health Service and a $10 increase for
computer technology. The resolution also
includes a mandatory $2 increase in GrantIn-Aid fees. A proposed $4 increase for the
Union was eliminated from the resolution
due to lack of support, Zilch said.
Funds from the Grant-In-Aid increase
will go toward Eastern’s general
scholarship fund. Grant-In-Aid fees are
raised annually equivalent to the
university’s room and board rates.
Both Piket and Smothers said the
athletics fee increase has been generating
the most interest among students.
Piket said he has received about 15
letters in favor of the $5 increase from
individuals who are involved in athletics
programs, Piket said.
“I was totally expecting people not to
support the athletics fee but even the nonathletes I’ve spoken to have supported it,”
Smothers said.
Under the resolution, at least 80 percent
of funds generated by the athletics fee
increase would go toward compliance with
Title IX. Title IX is a regulation requiring
See FEE page 2
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News media weighs decision to run Unabomber’s manifesto
NEW YORK (AP) – Journalists will argue for years about
the agonizing decision by The
New York Times and The
Washington Post to publish the
35,000-word manifesto of the
terrorist known as the
Unabomber.

LIBRARY

In the din of debate Tuesday,
though, there was one patch of
quiet agreement. Editors and
scholars around the country
shared a sense of relief that they
weren’t the ones on the hot seat.
“I’m glad, as most editors in
the country are, that it wasn’t my

who said the two newspapers
were acting in the public interest, and those who said the
Times and Post had sacrificed
their journalistic independence
and set a dangerous precedent by
caving in to a killer and extortionist.

College of Sciences, thus limiting the college’s library
resources.
“This change would show a great deal of insensitivity to
the need of some departments,” Keiter said.
If the trial statistics were implemented this year, the chemistry department would have received 45.9 percent, or
$23,184, less than it was allocated for library services this
year.
Other university personnel are in favor of the proposed
formula because it would bring attention to departments
lacking library funding.
Les Hyder, chairman of the journalism department, said
the formula would allow departments such as his to “catch
up” after lacking in funding for so long.
“For our department, we can increase the number of periodicals in journalism such as microfiche, subscriptions and
newspapers,” Hyder said.
The journalism department would have received 184.4

percent, or $5,611, more if the proposed formula were implemented at the beginning of this year.
Annie Lee Jones, a professor in the leisure studies department, said she strongly supports a new system of allocation
because her department has been short-changed in the past.
“The percentage of increase may appear large, but our present allocation is so small,” Jones said.
The leisure studies department would have received 162.6
percent, or $49,696, more library services by using the proposed allocation formula this year.
Elizabeth Hitch, dean of the College of Education and
Professional Studies, said the formula is too rigid because it
blatantly takes funds from one department to compensate for
adding funds to another area.
Hitch said she supports a new form of allocation but
numerous changes need to made to accept a mathematical
formula.
– Chad Gallagher contributed to this report

from page one

Rives said. “And Falk has approximately 25 to 50 major donors he
personally deals with.”
Hilke,
current
acting
Foundation executive officer, said
Falk has agreed to a temporary
contract of $1,000 per month to
work with donors he has established at the Foundation.
Falk’s monthly contract is temporary and can be terminated by
himself or the Foundation with 30

days of written notice, Hilke said.
“Because of (Falk’s) background and who he knows, he’s an
asset we didn’t want to relinquish
– he’s an expert in his field.
“Since his departure in June,
(Falk) has been actively involved
with various donors as a volunteer,” Hilke said. “Many (donors)
are elderly and feel more comfortable without change – keeping
Falk provides this.

Hilke said Falk’s return is a
positive move for the entire university because any gifts he gathers from donors benefits students.
Falk resigned from Eastern in
June after problems arose between
him and Eastern President David
Jorns.
Falk was unavailable for comment because he was on a business trip in California until
Monday. He is currently the senior

advancement counsel for Ford
Health Systems, a private corporation in southeast Michigan.
Falk’s salary will come out of
the Foundation budget and he will
have no ties with the university
other than the money he raises for
the university, Hilke said.
While Falk and the Foundation
members wanted to focus on longterm giving and endowments,
Jorns fundraising concentration

was on the annual capital campaign.
Jorns said he has no opinion on
the Foundation’s decision to hire
Falk on a part-time basis since
Foundation business is separate
from university business.
“(Falk) will not be a university
employee, and I was not asked
about the decision so it would be
inappropriate for me to comment,”
Jorns said.

from page one

colleges to maintain gender equity in their
athletic programs.
The proposed Health Service fee
increase would go toward eliminating a
deficit of $86,000 for this year, which is
the result of additional payments to retired
employees, the purchase of an air-conditioning unit and salary increases, said
Lynette Drake, director of Health Service.
The resolution also requires that funds

Harry Nelsen, director of academic computing, said about 74 percent of all
Eastern’s computers were obsolete at the
end of last year.
After the approval of the resolution, it
will be sent for approval to Thursday’s
Board of Governor ’s meeting in
Springfield – along with a 4.3 percent
tuition increase proposal – which was
passed by the Student Senate at its Sept. 13

meeting.
If the BOG passes the proposals
Thursday, the increases will go into effect
next school year.
In other business Wednesday, Student
Body Vice President for Student Affairs
Lisa Garrison will present her student
appointments to the Health Service
Advisory Board, Student Publications
Board and Intercollegiate Athletics Board.

from page one

$10 for computer technology and
$2 for a mandatory increase in
Grant-In-Aid.
For the first time in five years,
each of the five BOG universities
will have different tuition increases.
In the past, all BOG schools had the

same tuition and tuition increases
determined by the BOG.
“The BOG has always felt it
important to have one tuition
increase because of the similarities
of the five BOG schools,” Brazell
said. “Because this increase will not
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increases even though tuition
increase percentages are different at
the five BOG schools.
“I anticipate a little more discussion about the (tuition) increases
because they are different,” Jorns
said. “That is why it is important

that student government officials
are presenting the proposal.”
The BOG is set for elimination
Jan. 1, 1996, when individual governing boards at each of the five
BOG universities will take over
governance.
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go into effect until fall (of 1996)
when the BOG is gone, it is up the
schools to make their own decisions.”
Eastern President David Jorns
said he fully expects the board to
accept the proposed tuition and fee

348-8282

R

R

BOG

raised from the Health Service fee increase
not go toward installing cable television in
the waiting room, as was originally proposed.
Smothers said neither the Health Service
fee proposal nor the computer technology
proposal had received much opposition
from students.
The proposed $10 computer technology
increase would update campus computers.

R

FEE

Still, he added, “it’s a heck of a
lot easier to say that in the
abstract. ... They have had to
deal with a real situation, while
the rest of us are dealing with a
theoretical one.”
In the theoretical debate, the
lines were drawn between those

from page one

funding for library services under the formula while others
would see over 50 percent less money.
A stipulation in the proposal states that no department can
gain or lose more than 20 percent of its funding in one year –
so departments with dramatic funding changes would be
affected over a number of years.
According to the trial statistics, the political science
department would have received 45.5 percent, or $10,583,
less funding than it received this year.
Gary Aylesworth, chairman of the philosophy department,
said the formula should not affect existing funding but rather
be a means of allocating any additional funding existing in
the library budget.
“The formula should be applied to any new money that
comes into the library’s budget and not make any drastic
changes in the base budget that now exists,” Aylesworth said.
Richard Keiter, professor of chemistry, said he opposes the
formula because it would drastically reduce funding in the

FALK

decision to make,” said Sandra
Mims Rowe, editor of The
Oregonian in Portland. She
added: “I think they made the
right decision.”
“I instinctively oppose it,”
said Doug Clifton, executive
editor of The Miami Herald.
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Council passes law
to fine, suspend bars
By BR AN HUCHEL
C y ed or
Bars fa ng comp ance checks can now
be bo h f ned and have he r censes suspended as he Char es on C y Counc
Tuesday unan mous y approved a change n
he quor v o a on pena y
The counc me a 7 30 p m n he
Counc Chambers of he Mun c pa
Bu d ng 520 Jackson Ave
Prev ous y he quor comm ss oner
Mayor Dan Coug
cou d ssue e her a
pena y or a f ne o bars bu no bo h
Coug sa d he d d no know under wha
c rcums ances he wou d u ze he new
pena y comb na on
“We’ go on a case by case bas s ” he
sa d Coug added he amendmen d d no
requ re h m o use he f nes and suspens ons
oge her as a pena y
The comb na on pena es are he resu
of eg s a on passed by he s a e eg s a ure
ear er n he summer wh ch ega zed he
comb na on of he pena es The b
wh ch on y affec s commun es w h popua ons under 25 000 was proposed o awmakers by severa commun y eaders
A so approved by he counc was a
amendmen o ncrease he genera pena y
for c y ord nance v o a ons
The amendmen ncreases he max mum
pena y from $500 o $750 The pena y
covers a w de var e y of ord nances nc udng speed ng and park ng v o a ons
Bo h pena es have been open o pub c

nspec on n he C y C erk’s Off ce s nce
he Sep 5 counc mee ng
In o her counc bus ness Tuesday
■ he counc approved an au hor a ve
agreemen o h re Debra Kaye Ca an as an
nsurance consu an
Ca an pres den of Independen R sk
Managers Inc of Ch cago w nspec he
c y’s nsurance po c es – wh ch are under
d fferen compan es – and f nd ways “ o
ower or s em he r se of nsurance prem ums ” Coug sa d
The c y’s spends abou $342 000 on nonhea h nsurance wh ch nc udes veh c e
ab y po ce and f remen nsurance
Under he agreemen Ca an w a so ass s
n co ec ng b ds for he c y’s nsurance
po c es
The c y w en er n o a hree-year conrac w h Independen R sk Managers Inc
pay ng hem $6 500 for he f rs year and
$4 875 for he fo ow ng wo years
■ he counc p aced on pub c nspec on
severa proposed road c os ngs for Eas ern’s
Homecom ng Parade Oc 28 The approved
s ree c os ngs nc ude Seven h S ree from
Monroe Avenue o Hayes Avenue Mad son
Avenue o Monroe Avenue for sou h bound
raff c on y S x h S ree from Monroe
Avenue o L nco n Avenue Gran Avenue
from Seven h S ree o N n h S ree Hayes
Avenue from Seven h S ree o N n h S ree
and Rooseve Avenue from Four h S ree o
N n h S ree
The reso u on w be vo ed on a he Oc
3 counc mee ng

Senate debates provost search
By CHR S HOLLY
and CHAD GALLAGHER
S aff wr ers
The Facu y Sena e Tuesday d scussed
he ram f ca ons of Eas ern Pres den
Dav d Jorns’ p an o de ay he second
provos search un nex fa
Some sena e members agreed w h
Jorns’ p an suppor ng he dec s on o
ma n a n an ac ng provos o crea e be er
s ab y dur ng he rans on of govern ng
boards
“I ’s good o have peop e who know he
ns u on we and are a ready proacve ” sa d sena e member French Fraker
Jorns sa d he s n favor of de ay ng he
search because of he soon dem se of he
Board Of Governors and he rans on
be ween he BOG and Eas ern’s new govern ng board
The BOG s se for e m na on Jan 1
when nd v dua boards w
ake governance over he f ve BOG schoo s
“The new board w no be se ec ed
un
he h rd week of Oc ober ” Jorns
sa d “Because of he d sso u on of he
BOG wou d be w se o wa We do no

wan o r sk ns ab y ”
The provos and v ce pres den for
Academ c Affa rs pos on was vaca ed
as May when Barbara H re red and
Terry We dner assoc a e v ce pres den
for Academ c Affa rs f ed he pos on
as ac ng provos
O her sena e members were eery of
wa ng un
nex fa
o n a e he
provos search
Sena e member Lankford Wa ker sa d
he has a ked o a var e y of peop e who
are concerned w h wa ng o rep ace he
second h ghes rank ng pos on a he un vers y
Wa ker ques oned wha wou d happen
f Jorns ef he un vers y n he nex wo
years wh e he un vers y s
has an ac ng provos
“A o of peop e have con ac ed me
w h grea concern of de ay ng he search
because f he pres den eaves we w
have an ac ng provos w h unpropor ona e du es ” Wa ker sa d
Jorns sa d he has fu n en on of f nsh ng h s adm n s ra ve career a Eas ern
“I p an on be ng here un I urn 59 –
when I’m go ng o re re ” Jorns sa d

SHERYL SUE S DWELL Assoc a e pho o ed o

The potter and the clay
A e hea Demara s a sen or graph c des gn ma or a ong w h A ec Neva a nen a sen or
soc o ogy ma or ( n he background) mo d c ay n o po ery Tuesday a ernoon n he
Cra Depo n he Mar n Lu her K ng Jr Un vers y Un on

AB allows classification funding
The Appor onmen Board Tuesday vo ed
o approve an add ona a oca on of $1 050
o upgrade he c ass f ca on of he secre ary
for he S uden Ac v y Cen er
The secre ary L sa Graves w now be
c ass f ed as a Secre ary III because of he
upgrade She s curren y c ass f ed as a
C erk Typ s II
The add ona a oca on w be used o
cover he pay ncrease of approx ma e y 10
percen ha goes a ong w h he new pos on and s re roac ve hrough Augus 1995
“Bas ca y he pos on wen hrough a
desk aud and was de erm ned ha he ob
respons b es are (equa o ha of) a eve
III ” sa d Dave M berg d rec or of S uden
L fe who presen ed he a oca on reques o
AB
“The a erna ve s ha ob respons b es

wou d have o be aken away from ha pos on o make a Secre ary II ” M berg
added
In o her bus ness Tuesday M berg
reques ed ha he AB ransfer s o d compu er o he Off ce of S uden L fe The AB
d d no need he compu er because a new
compu er was a ready purchased for budge ng use
“We have very m ed access o compu ers ” M berg sa d
The Off ce of S uden L fe does no have
any source of revenue eav ng hem w h no
means o purchase a compu er M berg sa d
A so Ma Herman cha rman of he AB
exp a ned o AB members why he board
made an add ona a oca on of $2 285 o
pay for ns a ng a b g screen e ev s on and
sound sys em o he Ra hske er
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SAVE THE DAY AND BECOME AN RA!!
APPLY TO BE A RESIDENT ASSISTANT

Applications Are A vailable:
LOCATION :

DATES:

ALL RESIDENCE HALL DESKS
AND UNIVERSITY HOUSING
AND DINING SERVICES.

9/18/95- 9/27/95

DUE DATE: SEPTEMBER 27,1995 NOON
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Opinion

page

Editorials are the opinion of the Editorial Board.
Columns are the opinion of the author.
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Indian traditions
should come before
university policies
Eastern’s no-smoking policy shouldn’t stop the
Organization of Traditional Indian Lifeways from
performing its religious cleansing ceremony in a
university building.
The group ran into trouble last week when it
wanted to perform a ceremony called “smudging,”
a traditional religious ritual that cleanses the spirit.
The ceremony had to be held outside the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union where the group
was meeting because it ran afoul of the new policy
banning smoking in campus buildings.
But cultural beliefs and expressions should not
be shunned to maintain a university policy. The
school should make an exception.
If the university allowed smudging, it would be
the first time an exception
would be granted under a
no-smoking policy which
started this summer. But it
would be a worthwhile exception that would hurt
no one and help enhance Eastern’s cultural diversity.
The smudging ceremony involves the use of
sage, tobacco, sweetgrass and cedar, which are
burned together in a shell. A hawk’s tail is then
used to sweep the smoke over each member’s body.
“Smudging is a purification and a cleansing of
the spirit,” said Tom Leonard, organizer for
Organization of Traditional Indian Lifeways.
“Anything that’s troubling you will rise with the
smoke and become connected with the spirit called
Gicheemanado.”
According to a letter written by Leonard, there is
no evidence to indicate the smoke given off by
these different woods and grasses have any detrimental effect on people who take it in.
Leonard will meet with the Staff Senate on Sept.
25. Vice President for Student Affairs, Lou
Hencken said he will call other schools with a large
number of American Indian students to review their
policies.
Hencken shouldn’t have to call anyone to make
this individual decision. Other exceptions dealing
with the Union have been made in the past.
Although it would be a good idea to develop a larger policy on Indian issues.
And if other organizations come to him with
other exceptions, he can provide his answer on a
case-by-case basis, judging on if it would hurt the
campus.
Obviously, smudging won’t.

America is more than macaroni and cheese
Imagine you’ve been invited to
a potluck dinner.
You spend two weeks prior to
the event racking your brain for the
perfect recipe – that special creation that reflects who you are and
where you’re from. You decide to
make a dish that’s been passed
down generation after generation HEIDI KEIBLER
Regular columnist
in your family.
You shop, you mix, you prepare
and you bake. Finally your masterpiece is perfected.
But when you proudly set your dish on the table, it is met
with stern, disapproving looks from the other participants.
Your crime? You strayed from the official, that is, dominant,
meal plan.
On a table full of macaroni and cheese, you’ve placed an
offensive Pattes aux Epinards.
But wait, isn’t variety the spice of life? And isn’t a potluck
dinner, like life, about bringing with you who you are, where
you’ve been and what you’ve done?
Then why, you ask, are all of the bright orange sticky
shells being gobbled up while your Pattes aux Epinards sits
untouched?
Because this potluck dinner – this supposed feast open to
all who want to join in – is sponsored by Senate Majority
Leader Bob Dole.
This potluck dinner has been transformed from an all-arewelcome format to a formal affair where contributions are
judged on whether they look like the ones surrounding them
rather than what they can add to the meal.
You and others who dared not bring the official macaroni
and cheese dish are quickly but firmly told that your creations
are not welcome at this meal. Pattes aux Epinards made no
integral contribution to the overall preparation of the potluck
meal. This potluck dinner ran just fine before your Pattes aux
Epinards arrived and will continue just as well if you replace
that Pattes aux Epinards with macaroni.
This potluck dinner is the future of America under Dole’s
administration.
“We must stop the practice of multilingual education as a
means of instilling ethnic pride or as a therapy for low self-

esteem or out of elitist guilt over a
built on the traditions of
“On a table full culture
the West,” Dole told the American
of macaroni
Legion Sept. 4 in Indianapolis.
He went on to criticize National
and cheese,
History Standards proposed by a
you’ve placed federal study group, saying they
“glorify other cultures” and are
an offensive
part of the government’s “war on
Pattes aux
traditional American values.”
Epinards.”
Dole’s proposed solution?
Take pride in “true history” and
embrace the “traditional American
values that have guided us from the beginning.”
And how do we do that?
By homogenizing America, by denouncing compromise,
by refusing to tolerate those who insist on being different and
by dismantling programs aimed at achieving diversity.
Declare English as America’s official language. Scale back
those pesky rights Americans have gained – the right to
choose an abortion, the right to burn a flag, the right to attend
a school free of mandated prayer. Denounce single-parent
homes as “non traditional.” Dismantle affirmative action and
racial redistricting.
“Return as a people to the original concept of what it
means to be American.”
But Dole is missing the point. America was founded as a
place to escape from intolerance. It is a country made up of
immigrants, built on the concept that all men and women
deserve an equal opportunity to express who they are and
what they believe. America is about compromise, tolerance,
compassion.
It’s about learning that dominant doesn’t have to mean
“official,” and generally accepted doesn’t have to mean
“true.”
It’s about inviting everyone to your potluck dinner and
delighting in the medley of creations that appear on your
table.
It’s about trying a little of each dish and realizing that some
taste just as good, if not better, than your own.
– Heidi Keibler is editor in chief a regular columnist for
The Daily Eastern News.

Editorial

“

today’s quote

The Indian knows his village and
feels for his village as no white man
for his country. . .
– Margaret Craven

Panther’s protesters
running roughshod
over people’s rights
Dear editor:
I have only been a student here for
three weeks after attending private
school for 12 years. For me there will
be no more dress codes, hair codes or
prayer before classes – sounds great,
right? But then I read of all the students
who protested at Panther’s Lounge over
the weekend. I just don’t understand
how people, just because they don’t
agree with something, believe it is their
God-given right to totally close it down
just because they’re Christians.
Personally I have never patronized
Panther’s or any other topless club just
because I don’t enjoy that sort of entertainment. On the other hand, I never
tried to close them down. In the Sept. 11
edition of The Daily Eastern News Seth
Burris said, “As a Christian, I believe
our bodies were built to house the Holy

your turn
Spirit.” Well, that’s great Seth, but not
everyone is a Christian and not everyone believes in the Holy Spirit. I find it
hard to believe that just because you
think this is the case that you should be
able to decide for everyone. Everyone
was out there protesting – great – it’s
your American right, but what about
those girls dancing making that extra
money? Don’t they have similar rights?
Also, Becky Keesla, you stated, “It’s
degrading to women, it’s portraying us
to be like trash.” I really don’t think any
of those girls had a gun held up to their
heads when they inquired about those
jobs. So please do us all a favor: mind
your own business.

Daniel A. Leib

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News encourages
letters to the editor concerning local,

state, national or international issues.
Letters should be less than 350
words. For the letter to be printed, the
name of the author, the author’s address
and telephone number must be included. If necessary, letters will be edited
according to length and space at the discretion of the editorial page editor or
editor in chief.
Anonymous letters will not be printed.
If a letter has more than three authors,
only the names of the first three will be
printed.

Column policy
The Daily Eastern News encourages
readers to submit guest columns concerning any topic or issue that may be
relevant to our readership. Guest
columns run regularly every Thursday.
Columns should be restricted to no
more than two typewritten, doublespaced pages and must include the
author’s name and telephone number.

The Daily Eastern News

Haiti
group
boycotts
Pepsico
By MELISSA DOWELL
Staff writer
The Haiti Connection has
decided to continue its boycott
of Pepsico Inc. while abandoning last year ’s strike against
Coca-Cola products.
“The boycott has shifted
directions because we realized
that we can’t take on the two
biggest pop corporations,” said
Annie White, chairwoman of
the Haiti Connection. “You have
to chose your battles.”
The boycott of Coke and
Pepsi products began after June
of 1993 when the A.E. Staley
Manufacturing Company in
Decatur – which manufactures
corn sweeteners for Coke and
Pepsi – locked out more than
700 workers.
She said the Haiti Connection
will hit Pepsi’s production level
by avoiding Pepsi products as
well as boycotting everything
they own.
“If all of our efforts are
forced into one corporation,
maybe we can get them to the
bargaining table,” she said.
All Pepsi products and fast
food chains, including Kentucky
Fried Chicken and Taco Bell,
are on the boycott list, White
added.
The Haiti Connection, along
with other campus organizations, joined the boycott last
year.
Other organizations that are
actively involved in the boycott
efforts include The Knights of
Columbus,
Habitat
for
Humanity and the Newman
Catholic Center.
White said the Haiti
Connection decided to invest
their time and money in this
domestic boycott to protest the
unfair and unsafe working conditions at Staley in Decatur.
Staley was cited for 173 violations from the Occupational
Health and Safety Administration last February, White said.
“Workers rights are an important issue,” White said. “It links
everyone together – the first
world and the third world.
We’re all intimately connected.”
In addition to the Pepsi boycott, the Haiti Connection will
conduct a phone protest.
At specific times, protesters
call Pepsi’s toll-free number to
voice their opinion.
“We bombard them with
calls,” White said. “We tell
them we consider what they
have done to be unethical.”
The call not only ties up
Pepsi phone lines, it costs the
company money for each call,
she added.
The Haiti Connection is a
campus-based organization with
a membership of 10 to 15 members.
The organization’s primary
focus is providing relief for
Hatians.
The group donates money to
a disaster relief fund and sponsors a clinic that enables
Hatians to receive medical care
for one dollar.
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Thanks to everyone for making
Fall Rush 1995 A Wonderful Success

Marueen Leary
Cindy Eckerty
Malanie Blum
Amy Kosifas
Michelle Gaddini

Stefanie Andrews
Jenny O’brien
Dianne Schmelzel
Kathy Duffy
Paige Parker

Norma Taylor
Thalia Wetzel
Dan Estby
Crintina Johnson
Arnise Irby

and all of our 40 outstanding

Rho Chi’s

Individual Portraits
will be taken Monday Sept. 25
for the

1996
WARBLER
YEARBOOK
Located at the Union
Bookstore Lounge
Sitting Fee
$6.00 Seniors
$5.00 Underclassmen

I t P ay s T o A d v e r t i s e
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Campus club offers
fitness membership
By BRITT CARSON
Staff writer
Students and faculty can earn
points while they exercise through
the Fitness/Mileage Club at the
Student Recreation Center.
Assistant Director of Campus
Recreation Jeff Dvorak, who is in
charge of the club, said the purpose
of the club is to “help keep people
in shape and track their fitness for
them.”
The 30 members of the club use
log sheets to document their activities and turn them in for points,
Dvorak said. Once a person reaches
100 points they receive a “Natural
High T-shirt.”
The Fitness/Mileage Club began
three years ago, and most people
have stayed with the program
throughout the year, Dvorak said.
Members consist of both students
and faculty.
Under the club rules, one fitness
mile equals one mile walking, jogging or running. Participants can
also gain points by completing five
minutes of cycling, cross aerobics
or Life Step, he added.
Thirty minutes of sports such as
tennis, badminton, rugby or
rollerblading count towards one
activity point. A maximum of 10
activity points and 10 fitness miles
can be earned per week, Dvorak
said.

“All types of sports count
towards activity points,” he said.
“You can play basketball, do aerobics or do the treadmills. As long as
you are active it counts.
“The club appeals to people
because you are part of a group of
people but you are more or less on
your own,” Dvorak said.
Dvorak says his physical condi-

“

All types of
sports count
towards activity points.
You can play basketball,
do aerobics or do the
treadmills.”
– Jeff Dvorak
Assistant director of
campus recreation
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Look Out....
Dr.W illiam Schubert- Ophthalmologist
Dr. Robert J. Blumthal- Optometrist
1605 Reynolds Drive, Charleston

348-0221
. Schubert's
Dr

20
20
EYE

CARE
TEAM

Largest frame selection in the area
including Calvin Klein & Armani’s.
Free Vision Screening for All Students thru the end of
September. Please mention this ad when calling for an
appointment. With college I.D. receive an additional 10%
off all optical merchandise selections.

tion and motivation have improved
since he joined the club.
Anyone can join the club
throughout the semester, he added.
The only disadvantage is the later a
person joins the club the less time
they have to attain the 100 points.
“Everyone goes at their own
pace and is in charge of their own
log sheets,” Dvorak said. “A person
can jump ahead fifty points if they
save up their log sheets and turn
several in at a time.”

MCSU offers student forum
Panel to focus on campus groups
By REAGAN BRANHAM
Activities editor
The Multi-Cultural Student
Union is hosting an organizational forum Thursday to educate students about various student
groups on campus.
It will be at 7 p.m. Thursday in
Carman Hall lounge.
The panels will “educate people about why there are different
organizations, why they are needed and what they have to offer
students,” said Lisa Garrison,
vice president for student affairs.
The panels are being held in
the hall lobby to “catch the eye of
students” who regularly walk
through the lobby.
The panel is being co-sponsored by Carman Hall Council.
MCSU has invited several

people to speak at the forum
including members from various
campus groups such as the Latin
American Student Organization;
Black Student Union; Lesbian,
Gay, Bisexual and Allies Union;
as well as a student with a disability and an international student.
The theme of the forum is
“Cultural Controversy.” Each
individual group will have its
own focal issue on which to
speak.
MCSU is also planning on
holding similar panels in the
future in Taylor and Thomas residence halls, along with other
locations.
Other topics planned for future
panels are affirmative action,
racial dating and dealing with
disabilities.

Speaker to discuss Latin
American opportunities
By BRITT CARSON
Staff writer
Fernando Arias, manager of
Food Machinery and Chemical
Corp., will speak Wednesday
about the opportunities available
to business students in Latin
America.
The speech will be at 7 p.m. in
the Phipps Lecture Hall in the
back of the Physical Science
Building. The lecture is free and
open to the public.
The lecture is part of the twoweek Latino Heritage Celebration sponsored by the Latin
American Student Organization.
Arias’ speech is titled “U.S.
Multinationals Setting Shop in
Latin America.”
Lucy Gomes, coordinator for

the Latino celebration, said
Arias’ speech will be about
“what kind of opportunities are
available for business majors in
Latin America.”
Johnetta Jones, director of
minority affairs, said Arias also
will discuss “international business and how U.S. companies are
making money.”
Arias will also speak on opportunities the North American Free
Trade Agreement and the expansion of U.S. businesses into Latin
America have created.
The speech will be an informal
lecture and all students are
encouraged to attend, Gomes
said.
Jones said Arias was at Eastern
three years ago to speak about
business success.
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Senate vote squeezes welfare

Wednesday & Thursday

WASHINGTON (AP) – In an
irony of timing, the Senate decided
Tuesday to retain subsidies that
help huge corporations promote
their products overseas, then voted
to squeeze billions from welfare
programs for the poor.
Neither vote was close.
“In part what we’re seeing here
is a reflection of the fact that more
than ever, political power and campaign contributions speak,” said
Robert Greenstein of the liberal
Center on Budget and Policy
Priorities.
To members of the Senate,
though, the juxtaposition was far
more complicated, a blend of political considerations and home-state
interests.
“This is not corporate welfare.
This promotes jobs,” said Sen.
Thad Cochran, the Mississippi
Republican who led the fight to
preserve the $110 million Market
Protection Program, which benefits corporations such as
McDonald’s, Pillsbury and Ernest
& Julio Gallo.
“We’re trying to save American
jobs,” he said. “We’re trying to
promote American economic interests, American agricultural interests. These are companies that are
involved in those businesses.”
The vote was 59-41 on that one,
a spicy issue, perhaps, but one of
literally dozens of votes that make
up a year’s work.
A few hours later, Cochran
joined most of his colleagues in
both parties in voting for the welfare measure that would save $65$70 billion over seven years, end
poor families’ 60-year federal entitlement to benefits and give states
authority to design their own programs.
The bill requires as many as 1
million welfare recipients to go to
work by the year 2000, imposes a
five-year lifetime limit on each
family’s cash benefits, and ends
the federal government’s guarantee
to provide a subsistence income to
millions of fatherless families.
Legal immigrants would no
longer be allowed to receive welfare.
With polls showing overwhelming support for fundamental
change on welfare, the vote was a
striking 87-12.
For Republicans, the importance
of the moment was dramatized
when a smiling Speaker Newt
Gingrich and his lieutenants from
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Bill cancels support
to poor, single moms
WASHINGTON (AP) –
Sweeping away six decades of
social policy and its own deep
divisions, the Senate passed a
welfare overhaul bill Tuesday
that cancels the federal government’s guarantee to support the
poor and puts thousands of single mothers to work.
An alliance of moderate
Democrats and Republicans
engineered the compromise
legislation and gave the GOP
blueprint its 87-12 vote, after
insisting on billions more dollars for child care and rejecting
conservative demands to cut
aid to teen-agers and women
who have more babies on welfare.
Eleven Democrats and a single Republican, conservative
North Carolina Sen. Lauch
Faircloth, voted against the bill,
which he has called nothing
more than a “pot of Pablum.” A
second GOP senator, Mark
Hatfield of Oregon, did not
vote because he was home sick
with stomach flu.
GOP conservatives have
vowed to push the final bill
closer to the House formula
with its outright ban on cash
welfare for unmarried teen-age
mothers and a “family cap”
denying higher benefits to
mothers on welfare who have
more babies.
But the White House has
the House traversed the Capitol to
witness the final vote.
To Democrats, public disenchantment with “welfare as we
know it” is so clear that President
Clinton had all but endorsed the
measure over the weekend.
Democrats had wrung several concessions from Majority Leader
Bob Dole on funding for child care
and other issues as their price for
passage.
In the end, only 11 of 46
Democrats voted against. Of them,
just one – liberal first-termer Paul
Wellstone of Minnesota – will be
on the ballot next year.
Traditional liberals such as Sens.
Jay Rockefeller of West Virginia,

made it clear that President
Clinton would veto the House
version. And from Jacksonville,
Fla., he warned lawmakers
against giving into “extremist
pressure” and walking away
from “this bipartisan American
common ground.” “If welfare
reform remains a bipartisan
effort to promote work, protect
children and collect child support from people who ought to
pay it, we will have welfare
reform this year, and it will be a
very great thing,” said Clinton.
The first word from the
House was conciliatory.
Tony Blankley, a spokesman
for House Speaker Newt
Gingrich, R-Ga., said House
members would work with senators “to find the strongest bill
the Senate can get the votes for,
and 218 votes on our side,” a
majority in the House.
The centerpiece of the
GOP’s drive to return power to
the states and its chief social
issue, the Senate legislation
turns federal welfare and child
care dollars to the states in
lump sums, known as block
grants, with few strings
attached.
It abolishes Aid to Families
with Dependent Children, or
AFDC, a joint federal-state program begun during Franklin
Roosevelt’s New Deal that
today supports 4.7 million famCarl Levin of Michigan and Tom
Harkin of Iowa will go to the voters in 1996 having voted for the
measure.
The breadth of support sets welfare apart from other elements of
the GOP drive to cut government
and balance the budget.
Across the Capitol, Gingrich
unveiled a plan to save $182 billion over seven years from
Medicaid, the program that provides health care for the poor.
Republicans also are drafting bills
to cut the growth of Medicare by
$270 billion over seven years, an
effort they say is designed to save
the program but Democrats say
would lead to its destruction.

Serb refugees overflow Banja Luka
ZAGREB, Croatia (AP) – Tens of thousands of
dirty, hungry Serb refugees overflowed schools and
holding centers Tuesday around the northern
Bosnian city of Banja Luka, as a U.S. diplomat
rushed between Balkan leaders to salvage a peace
plan.
Despite talks in Zagreb and Belgrade, U.S. envoy
Richard Holbrooke won no firm promises from
Bosnian and Croatian leaders to halt an offensive in
northern and western Bosnia that has yielded stunning gains.
The offensive threatens to unravel an American
peace plan for Bosnia.
In Washington, State Department spokesman
Nicholas Burns said Holbrooke received “a direct
indication” that the offensive could be halted. But
Burns then talked only of “a general indication to
slow down or perhaps stop altogether.”
Meanwhile, a Bosnian army commander in northwestern Bosnia, Gen. Atif Dudakovic, told The
Associated Press that the anti-Serb alliance could
spread its attacks to new battlefronts within days.
“Our aim is to liberate as much of Bosnia as we
can,” said Dudakovic, commander of the Bosnian
army 5th Corps. “In the next few days, there must
be action in other parts of the country.”
From Zagreb, Holbrooke dashed unexpectedly
back to Belgrade, where Serbian President Slobodan
Milosevic is under increasing pressure to break off

peace talks and send soldiers to rescue the Bosnian
Serbs.
Croat and Bosnian government troops claim to
have seized some 2,400 square miles in recent days,
slicing the Serb holdings in Bosnia from two-thirds
to about half. The Serbs are losing territory daily,
and now face enemy artillery within nine miles of
Banja Luka, said U.N. spokesman Alexander
Ivanko.
Troops from Croatia, a longtime rival of the
Serbs, have been involved in the offensive from the
start. On Monday, they opened a new front against
Serbs by thrusting south across rivers dividing
Croatia from northern Bosnia, U.N. officials said.
Two Danish peacekeepers were killed when Serbs
shelled their positions in the Croatian town of Dvor
in an apparent attempt to stop the Croatian advance,
U.N. officials said. Serbs said Croatian shelling
killed seven civilians and wounded 22.
Two weeks of NATO bombing crippled Bosnian
Serb communications, apparently contributing to
some of the stunning military losses of recent days.
The Serbs may have also have given up western
Bosnian towns that they expected to lose at the
negotiating table.
The Croat-Muslim offensive imperils Holbrooke’s
plan to get the Muslim-led government and the
Croats to settle for 51 percent of Bosnia, with 49
percent for the Serbs.
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Ribeye Steak
Sandwich w/fries $349
$ 65
1 22oz.Lite Longnecks
Try Miller Genuine Red
.

z
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(Also Icehouse & Lite)

($1 Cheese Fries)

PETS & SUPPLIES
Reptiles • Birds • Small Animals
Salt & Fresh Water Fish

1500 Madison Ave.•Charleston

Hours: M-F 10:00-8:00
Sat. 10:00-6:00; Sun. 12:00-5:00

G
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C

H I R O P R A C T I C

EVERYTHING IS

FREE

*

(ON FIRST VISIT)

After eleven years of providing Eastern students with quality chiropractic care, we
are welcoming students back to school.
To welcome you back we are offering our
services on your first visit absolutely FREE*
with this ad! This includes consultation,
examination, treatment & X-rays if indicated.
CALL NOW to schedule your appointment.

Gandolfi

C

H I R O P R A C T I C

2115
18TH STREET

DR. MICHAEL GANDOLFI, D.C.

CALL

*New patients only.
Ad must be presented
on first visit. Expires
September 30, 1995

345-4065
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Services Offered

Help Wanted

Wanted

For Sale

Lost & Found

Lost & Found

$1000 FUNDRAISER fraternities, sororities & student organization. You’ve seen credit card
fundraisers before, but you’ve
never seen the Citibank
fundraiser that pays $5.00 per
application. Call Donna at 1800-932-0528 ext. 65. Qualified
callers receive a FREE camera.
_____________________11/1
Save on your-AUTO INSURANCE. Call BILL HALL 3457023 or stop by HALL INSURANCE, 1010 East Lincoln Ave.
_____________________9/25

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
- Earn up to $2,000+/month
working on Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour companies. World
travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean,etc.). Seasonal and
full-time employment available.
No experience necessary. For
more information call 1-206634-0458 ext. C57381.
_____________________10/6
TRAVEL ABROAD AND
WORK - Make up to $25-45/hr.
teaching basic conversational
English in Japan, Taiwan, or S.
Korea. No teaching background
or Asian languages required.
For information call: 206-6321146 ext. J57381.
_____________________10/6
EXTERIORS
PAINTERS
Experienced Student Painters
needed to paint Charleston area
homes. Full or Part Time. AMERICA’S COLLEGE PAINTERS
1(800)626-6267.
“painting
America’s homes coast to coast”
_____________________9/21
FAST FUNDRAISER-RAISE
$500 IN 5 DAYS-GREEKS,
GROUPS, CLUBS, MOTIVATED
INDIVIDUALS. FAST, EASY-NO
FINANCIAL OBLIGATION.
(800)862-1982 EXT. 33.
_____________________9/28
FREE ROOM AND BOARD
FOR THE RIGHT PERSON.
Looking for live in student to do
basic cooking and household
chores for my disable wife. For
information call 345-9489.
_____________________9/20
Bonanza hiring wait staff.
Excellent tips. Other positions
available, flexible hours. Apply
in person. 235-3141.
_____________________9/22
Joey’s has a few lunch and
evening spots open for delivery
drivers. Apply after 2p.m. at
Joey’s in the university village.
_____________________9/26

Drummer wanted for Rock
band. Call Brad 345-9840 (if
not home leave message.)
_____________________9/22

Lofts for sale. Made to fit bolsters. Will deliver. Leave a
message at 581-3460
____________________9/21
Fender Jazz Bass with case.
$250 or best offer. Call 5812494. Ask for Jordon.
____________________9/21
Men’s Mountain Bike w/lock, 4
months young $260 o.b.o.,
great shape, must go. Call
8009.
____________________9/20
1986 Honda Elite 150
Scooter. Looks and runs perfect. Call 345-4799.
____________________9/25
1986 Nissan Sentra. Must
S e l l . A i r, n e w b r a k e s a n d
clutch. $875 o.b.o. 345-3478
____________________9/21
3DO FOR SALE. 2 CONTROLLERS, LIGHT GUN, 15
GAMES. $1100 VALUE. $600
OBO. CALL JASON 348-5413
____________________9/22
1984 Mobile home. 3 bedroom, 1 bath, decorated in
neutral colors. Includes appliances and storage shed.
$12,000. Eli Sidwell &
Associates 348-0191.
____________________9/22
‘ 8 6 Te m p o , 8 8 , X X X g o o d
cond. Auto. 1,200 Honda Sctr.
Ex. Cond. $400 581-5545.
____________________9/24
10 Gallon Aquarium - $4.95,
55 Gallon Aquarium w/Hood
$89.95. Why wait and pay
more-in stock Today! M-F 108, Sa 10-6 and Su 12-5.
Petropics 348-1018.
____________________9/26

Lost set of keys, containing five
or six keys. Saturn and EA sports
key chains. Lost near campus or
in Coleman Hall. Please call if
found. 217-442-8192.
_____________________9/22

Lost at Stu’s on Friday: I.D.
with holder. If found call Jessica
at 345-1449. Reward! No questions asked.
_____________________9/22

$12-$14 per hour. Great opportunity for any student this job will not
interfere with your studies or social
life. Set you own hours. Call for
more information 1-800-480-8797
or 1-800-641-5647. 7am-8pm

Used CD’s! The area’s largest
selection of used CD’s, cassettes, concert T-shirts, and
video games. We buy sell, and
trade. Music Exchange 512 N.
19th St., Mattoon. 234-3668
____________________10/12

Help Wanted
$331.00. Sell 72 college Tshirts-profit $331.00. Risk free.
Choose from 27 designs, or
design own. Free catalog 1800-700-4822.
____________________10/27
SPRING BREAK! TRAVEL
FREE with SunSplash Tours.
Highest commissions, lowest
prices. Campus Reps wanted!
Sell
Jamaica,
Cancun,
Bahamas, Florida. 1-800-4267710.
_____________________9/29
Dairy Queen now hiring for
lunch hrs and nights. Start at
$4.75 per hour and up. Apply
20 State St.
_____________________9/25
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING Seasonal and full-time employment available at National
Parks, Forests & Wildlife
Preserves. Benefits + bonuses!
Call: 1-206-545-4804 ext.
N57381.
_____________________10/6
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT Fishing Industry. Earn up to
$3,000-$6,000+ per month.
Room & Board! Transportation!
Male/Female. No experience
necessary 206-545-4155 ext.
A57381.
_____________________10/6
Part time farm help wanted.
Work around your class schedule. 349-8788.
_____________________9/20

_____________________9/20

Sublessors
Sublease clean 2-bedroom furnished for price of unfurnished!
Spring semester. Water, trash
included. 345-7176
_____________________9/21
Needed one female sublessor
to share a one bedroom apartment in Nantucket. Call Melissa
348-1736.
_____________________9/27

For Rent
Now open. Private room. Share
nice home with four girls near
EIU. School year 95-96. 3488406.
_____________________12/8
Looking for 1 female student to
share large house with 6 girls.
One block from campus - 10
month lease. For more information call 345-3875.
_____________________9/21
LADIES’ HOUSING: Mattoon
Large remodeled home for 6
ladies. 2 full baths, large
kitchen. Parking. $150 pr.mo.
pr. person plus utilities. Water
and trash pickup furnished. Call
234-6632 or 234-4867.
_____________________9/22
LADIES’ HOUSING: Mattoon 2
Newly remodeled efficiency
apartments for 2 ladies each.
Parking. $150 pr.mo. pr. person
plus utilities. Water and trash
pickup furnished. Call 234-6632
or 234-4867.
_____________________9/22

For Sale

Lost & Found
Mountain bike stolen in front
of Student Services Building.
C a l l Yu s u f a t 3 4 5 - 7 1 5 0 , i f
found.
____________________9/20
F o u n d o n We d . , S e p t . 6 a
1994 gold class ring from
Lincoln Community. Call 3485144 to claim.
____________________9/20

CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have Bible Study today at 7
p.m. at the Christian Campus House 2231 S. 4th St. or Call 345-6990
for more info.
PHI BETA SIGMA will be hosting a panel discussion on “Our black men
are dying” tonight at 7 p.m. in Taylor Hall.
LUTHERAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP will have Bible Study-Open
Student Center today at 8 p.m. at the Immanuel Lutheran Church.
Come for Bible Study and the hang out! Everyone Welcome!
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will have a business meeting today at 5:30
p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon Room. Call Erin at 348-0358 if you can’t
attend.
SOCIETY FOR HUMAN Resource Management will have a meeting
today at 6:30 p.m. in Lumpkin room 19. All majors welcome. Any questions call Tara at 581-8199.
STUDENT SENATE WILL have a meeting today at 7 p.m. in the
Arcola/Tuscola room. Come see student government in Action--voice
your opinion now!
STUDENT GOVERNMENT WILL have Organization Day today from 10
a.m.-3 p.m. on the library Quad. Please contact Student Gov’t office at
5522 if participating.
COMMITTEE FOR A Disabled Student’s Union will have a meting
Thursday at 1 p.m. in the Student Activities Center/201 Union.
Interested Students welcome.
MULTI-CULTURAL STUDENT UNION will have a general meeting
today at 6 p.m. in the Shelbyville room. Come be a part of a group that
is making a difference on campus!
MULTI-CULTURAL STUDENT UNION is having a planning meeting
today at 5 p.m. in the Shelbyville room. We will be planning for the variety show and setting dates for next semester. Come bring your ideas.
WESLEY FOUNDATION WILL have communion tonight at 9:30 p.m.
at the Wesley United Methodist Chapel.
THE COUNSELING CENTER is having a life a life skills workshop
today at 7 p.m. in the Kansas room.”Building Better Study Skills” .
THE COUNSELING CENTER is having a life skills seminar today at
noon in the Kansas room, “Always in a Panic?”
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have mass tonight at 9 p.m. a the
Newman Chapel, corner of 9th and Lincoln.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have Bible Study tonight at 6 pm.
Coleman 109A.
STUDENT SENATE WILL have Student fee information tables today
from 9 a.m. to 6:15 p.m. in the Triad/Union. Students are encouraged to
voice their questions, comments and concerns about fees to the senators at the table.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.
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Address: _________________________________
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Ad to read:

Under Classification of: _____________________________________
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SEPTEMBER 20

WTWO-2

WCIA-3

WAND-7, 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16, 9C

WILL-12

LIFE-40

Fox-8, 55

DSC-33

WEIU-9, 51

TBS-18

News
NBC News

News
Inside Edition

News
Wheel of Fortune

Sports Center
Baseball

Wings
Wings

Family Matters
Jeffersons

MacNeil, Lehrer

Commish

Roseanne
Simpsons

Beyond 2000
Next Step

Carmen Sandiego
Bill Nye

Grififth
Andy Grififth

Wheel of Fortune
Inside Edition
SeaQuest DSV

Bless This House
Dave’s World
Central Park West

Murder, She Wrote

Unsolved Myst.

Beverly Hills,
90210
Melrose Place

Queen of the
Beasts
Invention
Next Step
Watergate

Little House on
the Prairie
St. Elsewhere

Movie:
Sgt. York

Courthouse

Sister, Sister
The Parent...
Wayans Bros
Unhappily/After
News

Live From the
Lincoln Center

Dateline NBC

Ellen
Drew Carey
Grace Under Fire
Naked Truth
PrimeTime Live

Movie: The
Disappearance...
Baseball

Law & Order

News
David L.(10:35)

News
Nightline (10:35)

Forever Knight

Night Court
Simon & Simon

Movie: Almost
Golden
Songs of the
Homeland
Being Served?
Movie

Star Trek the Next
Generation
Intimate Portrait

America’s Most...
Cops

Queen of the
Beasts

News
One on One
Motorweek
Movie

Movie: They
Were Expend...
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Announcements

Announcements

Announcements

Announcements

Announcements

Announcements

FAST FUNDRAISER - RAISE
$500 IN 5 DAYS - GREEKS,
GROUPS, CLUBS, MOTIVATED INDIVIDUALS. FAST,
EASY - NO FINANCIAL OBLIGATION. (800)862-1982 EXT.
33
_____________________9/28
HORSE BOARDING ONLY 1
1/2 MILES SW FROM CAMPUS PHONE 345-6453 OR
348-8774
____________________12/11
NO BIG WORDS NO BIG
RHYMES JUST DELIVERING
YOUR FOOD ON TIME!
JOEY’S 345-2466
_____________________9/26
BAND looking for Bass PlayerCall Tom at 348-1218 after 5
p.m.
_____________________9/21

FREE PROVOLONE CHEESE
ON ALL OF OUR SUBS.
WHY? BECAUSE WE LOVE
YOU! JOEY’S 345-2466
_____________________9/26
Hey Alpha Pearls: Keep up the
great work It will all pay off!
Your Ruby sisters love you!
_____________________9/20
Jessica Hanovska of Alpha
Sigma Alpha, congratulations
on getting laveliered to Mark
Olszewski of Lambda Chi
Alpha! Your sisters are happy
for you!
_____________________9/20
KRUSH: You are the Sweetest
Dream Man ever! Thanks for all
your support during rush! The
roses were beautiful! Love,
your Alpha Girls
_____________________9/20

Nicole Casavechia of Alpha
Sigma Alpha: great job organizing friend for a Day!
_____________________9/20
The Alpha Sleepover was a
blast! Thanks Kim, Dana, and
Dana for a fun night!
_____________________9/20
Hey, Alphas, good luck in football! Show ‘em what’s what!
_____________________9/20
Congratulations to KATRINA
MAYNE of ALPHA GAMMA
DELTA on getting lavaliered to
TODD MASEK of PI KAPPA
ALPHA. Your sisters are happy
for you.
_____________________9/20
T
e
r
e
s
a
Parker—Congratulations on
being sister of the month! Love
your DZ sisters!
_____________________9/20

DZ INTRAMURALS...Keep up
the great work. You are doing
SUPER!
_____________________9/20
Katrina Mayne Congratulations
on getting lavaliered to Todd
Maysek of Pi Kappa Alpha.
Way to go. Nuts, Nuts, get ‘em!
Love your roommate, Dottie
_____________________9/20
Great Job Winning 3rd Place in
the Sig Ep Tournament, Delta
Zeta! Congratulations!!!
_____________________9/20
CRAIG...BILL...BUD—Thanks
for being great coaches. Love,
You DZ softball team and fans!
_____________________9/20
The Men of Delta Sigma Phi
Would like to thank the Women
of Alpha Sigma Tau for such a
great cookout. Love Delta Sigs
_____________________9/20

You were at Stix, Tue., Aug.
29, to attend a birthday party
for one of your girlfriends.
When you came in, you were
the middle one of three lovely
ladies. You were talking to me
and two businessmen at the
Northwest corner of the bar
for awhile, then spent the rest
of the evening on the East
side of the bar. I wanted to
talk to you, but couldn’t.
(You’ll understand why.) I’m
dying to meet you again! I’ve
been looking for you at Stix
several times since then, to
no avail. If you’re interested in
meeting again, please call
Phil at 345-5754.
____________________9/20
The Daily Eastern News has
moved to the MLK Union Gallery.
____________________HA-00

Delta Sigma Phi will be having informal rush tonight at 6:30. It will be
held in the Delta Sig Chapter room.
Everyone who is still interested in
rushing is invited.

_____________________9/20
Cindy McGill of Alpha Gamma
Delta: Your are doing a great
job pledging, keep up the good
work. Mommy loves her kiddo.
Alpha Gam Love, Quincy
_____________________9/20
RACHEL MCCORMICK of
AST: Congratulations on getting
Freshman Attendant Your Big
Sis is excited for you! TAU
Love, Amy
_____________________9/20
HORSEBACK RIDING AT
RILEY CREEK STABLES. 5
min. from campus 348-1424.
Hayrides and bonfire area.
_____________________9/22

BARGAIN
BASEMENT

ADS
10 Words – 3 Days • $2
Any item or items for sale not to exceed a total of $100

15 Words – 7 Days • $5
Any item or items for sale not to exceed a total of $500

15 Words – 7 Days • $7

Any item or items for sale not to exceed a total of $1,000

Private Parties only,
items must be priced
in ad and

AD MUST BE PREPAID!
No Refunds or Copy Changes.

Just Say:

GR,
PLEASE

GUARANTEED RESULTS ADS
Sell your item with a 6 day
Classified Line Ad or get 6
Additional Insertions at No
Extra Cost!
Offer restricted to private parties. Each item for sale
must be priced in the ad. If one item is sold, from any
source, it will constitute a successful ad. Guaranteed
Results Ads MUST be paid for before the ad runs. If
you do not sell ANY item, you may rerun your ad for
an additional 6 days at no extra charge. Rerun ads
must be claimed within 30 days. NO REFUNDS!

It Pays to Advertise in the Daily Eastern News

No. 2 scorer last year with six
goals, intends on coming back next
season and was also aware of
McTighe's problems with McBee.
"I definitely plan on playing
next year," Ospina said. "And
although I really don't know what
kind of problems McTighe had
with McBee, I was aware that they
never really got along and that it
was part of·the reason he transferred to Creighton."
When asked what problems
McTighe had with the university,
McBee declined comment because
he said McTighe is no longer
attending Eastern. McBee added
that McTighe's absence is not the
reason for the team's slow start this
year.
Midfielder Steve Van Dyke,
who was the team's second leading
scorer last season with four goals
and eight assists, is also academically ineligible this year, which
has hurt the team's scoring 'potential this season.
And while McTighe believed
that a lot of the team's problems
last year were because of the athletic department, junior midfielder
Mark Valintis believes that last
year's head coach, Cizo Mosnia,
resulted in the loss of some of the

' ' I think a lot of the guys thought (coach) Cizo
(Mosnia) was more of the problem than the
athletic departmen!. He was unorgani~ed. He didn't
plan things out and a lot of the time the players were
left guessing because they didn't know how Cizo was
going to approach game situations."
- Mark Valintis
Eastern soccer player
players.
" I think a lot of the guys thought
Cizo was more of the 'problem than
the athletic department was,"
Valintis said. "He was unorganized. He didn't plan things out
and a lot of the time the players
were left guessing because they
didn't know how Cizo was going
to approach game situations."
According to Valintis, the freshmen that didn't return this season Grove, Krasucki and Nunnamaker
- left for various reasons.
''Tim Grove, who is from Texas,
left because he didn't like the
coach or the school, and so he
went back home to attend school;'
Valintis said. "But Krasucki just
didn't want to play, but he is still

attending Eastern."
As for Nunnamaker, Valintis is
not sure why he is not playing this
season.
While new head coach Troy
Fabiano is working hard to get the
team back to prominence, he was
not aware that Ospina and Van
Dyke were not returning to the
team this year. But he did realize
that McTighe had transferred and
that Tomic graduated.
"When I took over the program
in July, I only knew about the loss
of McTighe and Tomic," Fabiano
said. "As for Ospina and Van
Dyke, I didn't know that they
wouldn't be playing until after eligibility checks were done about a
week before practice began." .

GO PANTHER
Beat Southwest
Missouri!!
delivery with minimu!11 $5

fe!r®®

345-7827

430 W. Lineal
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Right?
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from page 12

the team actually believes in
itself and what it can do, they
said.
“Everybody not only thinks
we can win, but they know we
can win,” High said. “And in
the four years that Tim and I
have been here, there’s been a
lot of talk and not a lot of believing, but this year is different.”
“The team leaders, including
Willie and myself have taken a
different attitude than past leaders have taken. And we believe
in ourselves and our morale has
grown,” Carver said.
Besides the turnaround in
confidence the team has in
itself, Carver also believes the
team has simply played better
than in past years, maintaining a
higher level of performance.
“In the past we didn’t have
the consistency week in and
week out, but now when it
comes down to crunch time or
to the fourth quarter, we believe
we are going to win the game,”
Carver said.
And this new mindset can be
related to the change in attitude
they feel head coach Bob Spoo
has experienced.
“His attitude has definitely

High’s numbers

Carver’s numbers

All-time Eastern rushing
leaders - career yards
1. Poke Cobb (1976-79) 5042
2. Jamie Jones (!988-91) 3466
3. Kevin Staple (1980-83) 3296
4. Willie High (1992- )* 3285

All-time Gateway Conference
tackle leaders
1. Tim Carver (EIU)* 470
2. Wilbert Brown (ISU) 470
3. Ken McMillan (WIU) 461

All-time Gateway runners
1. Toby Davis (ISU)
3702
2. David Wright (INS)* 3531
3. Jamie Jones (EIU)
3466
4. Derrick Franklin (INS) 3231
5. Willie High (EIU)* 3285
* Denotes current stats
changed over the last two
years,” High said of Spoo. “He
has taken more control of the
team, and it has started to rub
off on the (other) players.”
With this attitude aimed toward success, Carver and High
are definitely enjoying their last
season.
“When you win it’s always
fun, so we just need to keep on
winning,” High said.
No wonder these two players
have achieved so much individually over the past four seasons.
Carver tied the record for the
most tackles in the Gateway
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1
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Vodka and Gin
Mixer Pitchers

Eastern records held by
Carver
Most tackles in a game
31
Most tackles in a season 179
Most career tackles*
470
* Denotes current stats

Conference this past weekend,
totaling 470 for his career thus
far.
But this is not to exclude
High, who is averaging 170
rushing yards per game this season, second best nationally in
Division I-AA.
Although these two have
reached excellence in their personal careers, they are far more
driven to reach team goals, and
realize that breaking records is a
reflection on the attitude of the
team and the whole program.
But both want to reach the end
result of winning every game

that they play.
So will High and Carver continue to play football after this
season?
For High the decision is not
up to him, for he hopes to be
drafted – a longtime dream of
his. He knows that being drafted
is a future possibility, and feels
his energies are to be directed
more importantly toward the
present season.
“If I have a good season
everything will just take care of
itself, and my main concern is
playing strong and finishing
with a winning season,” High
said.
For Carver, a future in football will probably be on the
sidelines working as a coach,
although he doesn’t entirely rule
out the possibility of professional football in his future.
But for both men, the present
is what’s important, and looking
back on the four years that they
have spent together, they feel it
has been the best time of their
lives, on and off the field.
“This has definitely been a
great time for us, our whole
team is like a big family, and we
are really having a lot of fun out
there,” High said.

WOMEN
from page 12
crucial times. It just takes
experience.”
The Purple Aces come to
Eastern boasting a 4-2 record,
with shutout wins last week
against Marquette and Dayton.
They are led by Sally Meek
who is tied for the lead in
goals scored in Conference
USA.
“This is a good opportunity
to see where we stand,” Ballard said. “I think we’ve shown
improvement over the year.”
Last Saturday’s 1-0 loss to
Southern Illinois UniversityEdwardsville dropped Eastern
back below .500, but the game
could have easily gone the
other way. The Lady Panthers
had many scoring chances, but
couldn’t put the ball in the net.
They lost on a penalty kick
goal with under 15 minutes to
play.
“We had a lot of opportunities to score,” said goalkeeper
Jenny Vargas. “We just didn’t
capitalize on our chances.”
“They have to pay attention to the little things,” Ballard said.

WANT A
DATE?
HANG OUT AT
JIMMY JOHN’S

®

HUNDREDS OF SINGLE,
BEAUTIFUL, INTELLIGENT AND

SUB-LOVING STUDENTS
VISIT US EVERY DAY.
$2.95 BUYS YOU
30 MINUTES OF

GREAT
SCENERY
AND YOUR CHOICE

OF A GREAT SUB.

JIMMY
JOHN’S
GOURMET SUBS

®

345-1075
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Men’s soccer squad lacking last season’s punch
Lost players
leave team in
scoring slump
By BRIAN LESTER
Staff writer
Eastern’s men’s soccer team
posted a 12-3-1 mark last season
en route to the Mid-Continent
Conference regular season crown.
Things looked good entering this
year, but the Panthers (2-5 in
1995) are without their top four
scorers from a year ago.
Brad McTighe, Robert Tomic,
Steve Van Dyke and Henry Ospina combined for 26 of the

team’s 38 goals last season.
In addition to the loss of their
leading scorers, the Panthers also
lost three of their five freshmen,
including Joe Krasucki, Tim
Grove and Bill Nunnamaker. The
only two returning freshmen from
last year are Brian Holcombe and
Eric Willson.
But all of the players did not
leave for the same reason.
With the exception of Robert
Tomic, who was lost to graduation, the other players had various
reasons for leaving the team,
including academic ineligibility
and problems with the athletic
department.
Brad McTighe, who transferred
to Creighton University this season and led the Panthers in scoring with 10 goals in 1994, said he

left because of problems the team
had with Eastern’s athletic director Bob McBee.
“Playing for Eastern last year
was a total circus,” McTighe said.
“The team frequently had trouble
getting use of the facilities (McAfee and Lantz Gymnasiums)
during the spring, because it
seemed like McBee never really
got anything done for us, which
really angered a lot of the players.
“We didn’t even have buses for
a lot of the road trips, and a lot of
times we would get lost and it
resulted in us arriving at the
games late and playing poorly.”
McTighe also said that a lot of
the players did not plan on coming back after the season was over
because they had grown tired of
playing.

Top scorers - ‘94

Goals

Assists

Total

‘95 status

Brad McTighe

10

5

15

Steve Van Dyke

4

8

12

Henry Ospina

6

2

8

Robert Tomic

6

0

6

Brian Holcombe

4

2

6

Mark Valintis

2

4

6

Transferred to
Creighton
Academically
ineligible
Academically
ineligible
Graduated
from Eastern
Back for 1995
season
Back for 1995
season

“A lot of my friends didn’t plan
on coming back because they lost
the desire to play and just didn’t
want to have to go through the
same problems next season,”
McTighe said.

But not all of the players lost
their desire to play. Henry Ospina,
who is academically ineligible
this season and was the squad’s
See SCORING page 10

Carver and High building a winner, record by record
Seniors reflect
on four years
with Panthers
By DONNA RUF
Staff writer
Have you ever wondered what
it’s like to play with a guy like
Tim Carver or Willie High, or
what it would be like to play
against either of them?
There are probably no two better guys to ask then the recordbreaking middle linebacker and
tailback themselves.
And in response to questions,
each spoke highly of the other.
“Willie’s a great runner, and
really steps up to the challenge,”
Carver said. And when asked if
he’s faced anyone like Willie out
on the field, Carver immediately
said he hasn’t encountered a player like High yet, and felt the player closest to Willie’s ability is
Indiana State University’s David
Wright.
“The guy from ISU is a challenge but is not as strong as
Willie, and he doesn’t have the
combination of assets that Willie
does,” Carver said.
And what if Carver and High
played on opposing teams?
High definitely felt that his
play would step up a notch knowing a player like Carver was out
on the field.
“A guy like Tim would make
me play that much harder, because the better the opponent is,

JOHN COX/ Photo editor
Tim Carver (left) and Willie High have done their share rewriting Eastern’s record books, but they have also struggled through losing seasons and
have yet to play in the postseason. This year they have helped the Panthers to a 3-0 record and renewed optimism in the program.
the better you play, and you
should always want to play a better opponent,” High said.
And as Carver simply put it, “I
kind of wish I would have gone to
Charleston High School.”
Carver’s comment was an allusion to High’s prep playing days
at nearby Mattoon High School.

“We get enough of each other
at summer camp and practice. I
don’t need anymore of Carver
after that,” High jokingly added.
And with two players the caliber of Carver and High playing
on the same side, it has allowed
each one to place a great deal of
confidence in the other.

“I have a lot of confidence in
Willie. And in the fourth quarter
where Willie is averaging most of
his yards, I can count on him,”
Carver said. “And when’s he’s on
the field there’s no doubt he’s
going to get the job done.”
High also expects the same sort of
excellence out of Carver.

“It gives me the confidence to
get the job done when the defense
has guys like Carver out on the
field,” High said.
In past years, both High and
Carver said they felt determination was missing from the team.
But this season is different, and
See RECORDS page 11

Women’s soccer hosts Volleyball team tries luck at Bradley
tough Evansville club
By MATT ERICKSON
Staff writer

By JOSH HARBECK
Staff writer
It’s time to step up.
The Lady Panthers have
another chance to reach the .500
level today when the University
of Evansville visits Lakeside
Field.
Despite its 3-4 record, Eastern
has outscored its opponents 219. Eighteen of those goals came
in the three wins, but only three

were scored in the four losses.
The Lady Panthers have had
trouble beating teams they are
closely matched with in low
scoring games.
Head coach Steve Ballard
attributes the trend to a lack of
execution when the game is on
the line. “It’s just our inexperience,” Ballard said. “The girls
know we could have had a few
more wins by doing things at
See WOMEN page 11

The Eastern volleyball team
travels to Peoria tonight to face
Bradley University. And playing
on the Braves’ home court may
be a deterrent for the Panthers’
chances of success.
Robertson Fieldhouse, the
Braves’ home playing court, is on
an elevated floor. Head coach
Betty Ralston said that the court’s
elevation, coupled with the bench
area being lower than the floor,
makes for a hard match to coach.

“It is really hard to play there,”
Ralston said. “The floor is elevated so when you’re coaching,
you’re actually looking at the
players’ feet. It’s hard to tell the
kids where to adjust.”
Although the awkward playing
conditions may make it harder for
Ralston to coach, her squad will
be trying for its second consecutive victory on Bradley’s home
court.
The last meeting between the
two teams was in 1993, when the
Panthers took a five-game match
from the Braves by scores of 7-

15, 15-10, 12-15, 15-13, 17-15.
“They (Braves) were a little
mad after that match,” Ralston
said. “We played them really
tough and they were probably a
little disappointed losing in close
games on their home court.”
The Panthers are currently in
the midst of a five-match losing
streak, a streak that Ralston and
her team are eager to end.
“The slow starts are still our
major concern,” Ralston said.
“We’re finding it very hard to
duplicate in matches what we do
in practice.”

